
PASSPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

• 6В05203-Geography

The purpose of the 
educational program

Training of highly qualified specialists in the field of moderngeography
based on a combination of intense fundamentaltraining students in
cartography, general, physical and socio-economic geography with
their stage-by-stage inclusion in scientific research. And also
possessing fundamental andbasic knowledge in geography that
meetsupdated school requirements.

REGION PROFESSIONAL 
ACTIVITIE

Seducational (pedagogical), organizational and managerial, research activities
(work) in various directions ingeneral education, secondary special and
vocationaleducational institutions, as well as scientific activities in the bodiespublic
administration, academic institutions and projectorganizations, enterprises and
firms.



learning outcomes LO 1 - To have skills in ICT and business organization in the state and foreign languages;
LO 2 - Have the skills of public speaking and written reasoned presentation of their own point of view;
LO 3 - To possess the skills of perception and analysis of texts with philosophical and historical content,
methods of conducting discussion and polemics;
LO 4 - Demonstrate knowledge conducive to the formation of a holistic personality in the social
environment and increase individual responsibility;
LO 5 - Apply public safety methods;
LO 6 - To possess information on the basic concepts, terms and categories of geographical science and
be able to disclose the relationship of natural components, phenomena and processes in natural
complexes;
LO 7 - Understand and know economic geography, the laws of the formation of spatial economic
structures and territorial forms of organization of society at the local, regional level.
LO 8 - Own knowledge of the methodology for the collection and processing of geographic information
and satellite imagery and has the skills to use modern methods of processing spatial information;
LO 9 - Possess basic fundamental knowledge on the basics of geology, soil science, biogeography,
hydrology and meteorology and field geographic research skills;
LO 10 -Own modern innovative methods of geographical research and teaching methods of geography
in educational institutions
LO 11 - To identify the features of the interaction of nature and society at the present stage; nature
management features; features of anthropogenic impact on geospheric shells; information on the
current geoecological situation in Kazakhstan;
LO 12 Put into practice the basic and theoretical knowledge of economic geography, toponymy,
analyze the tourist and recreational abilities and the identity of the territorial recreational systems of
Kazakhstan and the world.


